Your views matter....... 

There are many different possibilities about where to spend limited funds to improve Station Road. Here are some suggestions based on conversations during the last consultation. Please note that funds will be limited and it will not be possible to undertake work on all of the properties.

- **New shopfronts**: Some of the funds can be applied to replacing key shopfronts in the street.

- **Upgrading signage**: Undertake ‘repairs’ and ‘upgrades’ to shopfronts – could be signage, decoration.

- **Artwork / Kiosks/Sculture**: Stand-alone items – e.g. illuminated signage/artwork (‘Station Road’), sculpture, coffee and newspaper kiosks.

- **Lighting**: Illumination to key buildings and focal points (large scale buildings, corner entrance building).

- **Painting building frontages**: Facades of the buildings that are currently already painted – but with a new warm and varied colour scheme.

- **Encourage building repairs**: Improving the condition and maintenance of existing buildings, particularly at upper levels (windows, chimneys, dormers, roof etc).

What are your thoughts?

If you have other suggestions we would like to hear them